KEEN TO ENGAGE?

REACH US IN 6 SIMPLE STEPS

- Meet us at our events, tiffin talks, press awards, etc.
- Send feedback to newdelhi@icrc.org
- Tell us about innovation in humanitarian assistance. We'll feature the smart ones.
- Read. comment. Share our blogposts with your colleagues and friends.
- Tweet and Retweet @icrc_nd
- Subscribe to our e-newsletter
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SHARING STORIES OF RESILIENCE AND HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE
WHAT MAKES US INTERESTING

- Updates and reports from the ground about our operations across the world
- First-hand accounts of Red Cross staff and articles from experts on issues of humanitarian concern within India and outside
- Latest photos and short video stories of our relief work and humanitarian assistance
- Interesting stories of innovation in aid delivery and of our efforts to fulfil humanitarian needs

OUR READERS ARE

Government officials, journalists, climate change and disaster experts, academicians, development consultants, civil society representatives, lawyers, as well as students of social sciences, environment and disaster management, conflict and peace studies, international humanitarian law etc

AUTHORS WHO WRITE FOR US

PAMELA PHILIPOSE  Journalist and leading columnist
PROF V.S. MANI  Director, Jaipur National University
RANA T. S. CHHINA  Retired squadron leader
MONISHA BEHAL  Director, North East Network
DR. RAVIKANT SINGH  President, Doctors For You

WHAT YOU GET FROM US

Let ICRC New Delhi blog keep you informed about the current and future challenges to humanitarian aid and aid workers. The humanitarian situation today is dynamic and the need for reliable updates is greater than it ever was.

ICRC BLOGS ACROSS THE WORLD

Visit our counterparts – Intercrossblog in Washington, Global Partnership for Humanitarian Impact and Innovation (GPHI2), Ilot (Israel, Golan, West Bank, Gaza)

OWN THIS SPACE

BE OUR NEXT GUEST BLOGGER!

Pick a theme for write ups and photo essays

HEALTH & SAFETY
Health care needs of people affected by armed conflict and violence

MODERN WARFARE
Emerging issues related to cyber warfare, use of certain weapons, etc

WOMEN & WAR
Vulnerabilities, concerns & needs of women in situation of armed violence

INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW
New technologies, classification of conflict, etc